Our logic simulator will help you make it through the next revolution.

We designed it that way. Without compromise. And although the next technology revolution may be just around the corner, our HILO® Universal Logic Simulation System will endure.

Even today semiconductor technology is constantly changing. HILO can accommodate change. Present and future. It also protects the base of valuable design data you’re developing. In effect, it allows you to keep what’s worth keeping. And it won’t become obsolete as new technologies come along.

HILO gives you plenty of flexibility. Like portability to the most popular computer systems. Including the choice of using it in an integrated workstation environment or within a mainframe system.

We also furnish a product line that covers every step of your IC and PCB simulation process. From start to finish. Which means, you can be highly selective in building a design analysis system from the ground up.

So no matter what new technology may take over tomorrow, HILO will see to it that your designs make it to market. It’s doing that today for many different designers and applications. And will continue, no matter what. HILO. It’s a lasting investment that keeps paying off by telling you what works and what doesn’t.

Call 800-4-GENRAD today and you won’t have to worry about your logic simulation needs when the chips are down.